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$65, The
Monacelli
Press.

SAN FRANCISCO

In the Flow

FROM LEFT A Palladian-style structure
in Piedmont. Architectural elements in
a Montecito hills arcade: herringbone
stonework, arches and hewn beams.

I

love indoor-outdoor living since I grew up in Montecito. Life was...so inherently
charming and romantic,” says NorCal-based Suzanne Tucker,, interior designer behind
Tucker & Marks. In her second monograph, Interiors: The Romance of Design,
she showcases her fair share of landscapes. For one Piedmont project, continuous
flow of space even meant moving the pool. “I envisioned the wonderful pavilion at
Lotusland, how it would be so seductive to move the pool [in order] to see it from
the front entrance while looking through the solarium; and to build a pavilion
100 yards in the distance with a fireplace that would draw you down.” She
outfitted the setting with inviting armchairs and lanterns. “It’s about creating
a mood,” she adds, “a space that feels embracing.” tuckerandmarks.com.

SOUNDING OFF Wind-surf
with Ladies & Gentlemen
’s chimes of leather,
Studio’s
ceramic fragments,
brass bells and tubes.

Eric Buterbaugh at the
Four Seasons Beverly Hills.

LOS ANGELES

THE C LIST

WEST HOLLYWOOD

GO BOLD

FRESH-CUT FINDS WITH THE BOUQS

An ingenious online alternative to unsightly flowers-by-phone,
THE BOUQS (thebouqs.com) has arrived. As new chief designer, L.A.
floral artist Eric Buterbaugh has instilled his elegance in the generous
range of $40 bouquets. When not finding inspiration at the HUNTINGTON
GARDENS or the “old school” ROBINSON GARDENS, here, a few of his
sources: The smartest thing you can do at home is get beautiful vases to fill with seasonal stems. I love Mid-century Murano glass. There’s
always a collection at MODERNICA. 323-934-1254; modernica.net.
• I recently found vases for clients at HOLLYHOCK. Suzanne Rheinstein
has the most sophisticated eye. 310-777-0100; hollyhockinc.com.
• For amazing containers and fantastic customer service, I love INNER
GARDENS on Melrose. 310-492-9990; innergardens.com.
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Limited-edition
Black Grace, $350.

In this arrangement—also in his
new Stichting
Kunstboek book,
Eddie Zaratsian:
Custom Florals
and Lifestyle—
the floral designer
salutes October with
painted anthurium
in swirled vessels
“webbed” in black
wire. 310-508-6126;
eddiezaratsian.com.

WRITTEN BY ALISON CLARE STEINGOLD. SUZANNE TUCKER COVER,
POOL: MATTHEW MILLMAN; SEATING: LISA ROMEREIN; BOOK: MOR
WEIZMAN. AURA CHIMES: LADIES & GENTLEMEN STUDIO. THE BOUQS:
ERIC KAUFMAN. ZARATSIAN: MARIANNE LOZANO

Aura Chimes single, $165, and dual ring,
$210, The Future Perfect, S.F.

